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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing enables resource-constrained clients to economically outsource their huge computation 
workloads to a cloud server with massive computational power. This promising computing paradigm inevitably 
brings in new security concerns and challenges, such as input/output privacy and result verifiability. Since 
matrix inversion computation (MIC) is a quite common scientific and engineering computational task, we are 
motivated to design a protocol to enable secure, robust cheating resistant and efficient outsourcing of MIC to a 
malicious cloud in this paper. The main idea to protect the privacy is employing some transformations on the 
original matrix to get a encrypted matrix which is sent to the cloud; and then transforming the result returned 
from the cloud to get the correct inversion of the original matrix. Next, a randomized Monte Carlo verification 
algorithm with one-sided error is employed to successfully handle result verification. In this paper, the 
superiority of this novel technique in designing inexpensive result verification algorithm for secure outsourcing 
is well demonstrated. We analytically show that the proposed protocol simultaneously fulfils the goals of 
correctness, security, robust cheating resistance, and high-efficiency. Extensive theoretical analysis and 
experimental evaluation also show its high-efficiency and immediate practicability.  
 
Index Terms—Cloud computing, matrix inversion, secure outsourcing, robust cheating resistant, Monte Carlo 
verification. 
 
1    INTRODUCTION  

             The emergence of the cloud computing paradigm in scientific and business applications, it has become 
increasingly important to provide service-oriented computing in third-party data management settings. With this 
paradigm, the resource- constrained clients can off-load their intensive computational tasks to clouds, which are 
equipped with massive computational resources. In contrast to set- ting up and maintaining their own 
infrastructures, the clients can economically share the massive computational power, storage, and even some 
software of the clouds. 
 
   CHALLENGES:  Promising as it is, outsourcing computational problem to the commercial public service 
provider inevitably brings in new security concerns and challenges [1]. The first challenge is the client’s 
input/output data privacy. The outsourced computational problems and the results to these problems often 
contain sensitive information. To hide the sensitive information from the cloud, the client needs to encrypt their 
data before outsourcing and decrypt the returned result from the cloud after outsourcing. The second challenge 
is the verification of the result returned by the cloud. This is because the cloud may behave unfaithfully and 
return incorrect results. As an example of intentional reason, for the outsourced computational intensive tasks, 
there are strong financial incentives for the cloud to be lazy and just return incorrect answers to the client if such 
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answers require less work and are unlikely to be detected by the client. Besides, some accidental reasons such as 
possible software bugs or hardware failures may also result in a wrong computing. Consequently, the 
outsourcing protocol must be designed in such a way that it is able to detect whether the returned result is 
correct or not. The third challenge is efficiency. On one hand, a key requirement is that the amount of local work 
performed by the client must be substantially cheaper than performing the original computational problem on its 
own. Otherwise, there is no point for the client to resort to the cloud. On the other hand, it is also desirable to 
keep the amount of work performed by the cloud as close as possible to that needed to compute the original 
problem by the client itself. Otherwise, the cloud may be unable to complete the task in a reasonable amount of 
time, or the cost of the cloud may become prohibitive. To sum up, an outsourcing computation protocol should 
satisfy four aspects: it is correct, secure, verifiable, and efficient. 
 
   MOTIVATION: Matrix inversion computation (MIC) is a basic computational problem in scientific and 
engineering fields and has a number of applications. For example, MIC plays a significant role in scientific 
computations. Take a typical linear regression model y = Xβ as an example, the least squared error method 
yields a solution for β by computing β = (xTx)-1 XT y [2] . Besides, MIC is widely used in computer graphics, 
particularly in 3D graphics rendering and 3D simulations [3]. Examples include screen-to-world ray casting, 
world-to-subspace-to-world object transformations, and physical simulations. Moreover, MIC is well rooted is 
many other engineering and scientific fields including image encryption [4] [5], image watermarking [6][7], to 
just list a few. To sum up, MIC is widely needed for a variety of clients. When the restricted computational 
resources are possessed by these clients and MIC deals with a large matrix (or a batch of large matrices), an 
economical solution is to outsource MIC to a powerful cloud. Even if the data is in a moderate scale, for clients 
as battery-limited mobile phones, portable devices, or embedded smart cards, secure outsourcing of MIC is 
preferred. Consequently, we are motivated to design a protocol to enable clients to securely, verifiably, and 
efficiently outsource MIC to a cloud. 
 
   MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS: This paper addresses the issue of how to outsource MIC to a remote malicious 
Cloud server while ensuring correctness, maintaining data input/output privacy, realizing result verifiability, and 
improving computational efficiency. From the complexity point of view, matrix multiplication and matrix 
inversion of square matrices are essentially the same problem. The hitherto best algorithm known for the latter 
resorts to that of the former. Most efficient algorithms to both problems hence share the same time complexity 
of O(n2.373 ). An important challenge in encrypting the input matrix X is therefore to avoid multiplying the 
original matrix X with general matrices, for avoiding a complexity that is the same as inverting X itself. By 
applying permutation functions, this paper describes a way of multiplying X with special matrices, where matrix 
product can be computed in O (n2) time. Besides, the challenge in the result verification step is also to avoid 
general matrix multiplication, since the validity of a returned matrix can be easily checked by taking a product 
of that matrix with the original input X, and check whether an identity matrix is obtained. By introducing Monte 
Carlo verification algorithm, the proposed protocol is able to verify the correctness of the returned result in O 
(n2) time. Based on permutation technique and Monto Carlo technique, the client can reduce its original O 
(n2.373) work to O (n2) work by outsourcing MIC to a cloud. Moreover, experimental evaluation is also provided 
to show that the proposed protocol is able to allow the client to outsource MIC to a cloud and gain substantial 
computation savings. 
 
   ORGANIZATION:  The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces some essential 
preliminaries. In Section 3, we describe our protocol with detailed techniques. Section 4 and Section 5 give 
some related analysis and performance evaluation, followed by Section 6 which overviews the related work. 
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7. 
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Fig. 1. Secure MIC Outsourcing System Model. 
  
2    PRELIMINARIES 
  
2.1 System Model, Threat Model, Design Goals, and Framework:  
 
SYSTEM MODEL : We consider the secure MIC outsourcing system model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A client 
with low computational power wants to outsource the original MIC to a cloud service provider, who has 
massive computational power and special soft wares. In order to protect input privacy, the client encrypts the 
original MIC using a secret key K to get a MIC problem, written as MICK. Later, the encrypted MICK is given 
to the cloud for a result. Once the cloud receives MICK, the computation is carried out with softwares; then the 
cloud sends back the result to MICK. The cloud also sends back a proof Γ that tries to prove the returned result 
is indeed correct and the cloud does not cheat. On receiving the returned result, the client decrypts the returned 
result using the secret key K to get the result to the original MIC. Meanwhile, the client checks whether this 
result is correct: if yes, accepts it; if no, just rejects it.  
 
THREAT MODEL : The security threats faced by the outsourcing system model primarily come from the 
behaviour of the cloud. Generally, there are two levels of threat models in outsourcing: semi-honest cloud model 
and malicious cloud model [8]. In the semi-honest cloud model, the clouds correctly follow the protocol 
specification. However, the cloud records all the information it can access, and attempts to use this to learn 
information that should remain private. While in the malicious cloud model, the cloud can arbitrarily deviate 
from the protocol specification. The malicious cloud may just return a random result to the client to save its 
computing resources, while hoping not to be detected by the client. Therefore, an outsourcing protocol in the 
malicious cloud model should be able to handle result verification. In this paper, we assume that the cloud is 
malicious. The proposed protocol should be able to resist such a malicious cloud. 
 
   DESIGN GOALS:  We identify the following goals that the outsourcing protocol should satisfy. 
 
   • Correctness:  If both the client and the cloud follow the protocol honestly, the MIC can be indeed fulfilled 
by the cloud and the client gets a correct result to the original MIC. 
 
   • Security: The protocol can protect the privacy of the client’s data. On one hand, given the encrypted MICK 
problem, the cloud cannot get meaningful knowledge of the client’s input data, which is referred to as input 
privacy. On the other hand, the correct result to the original MIC is also hidden from the cloud, and this is called 
as output privacy. 
 
   • Robust Cheating Resistance: The correct result from a faithful cloud server must be verified successfully by 
the client. No false result from a cheating cloud server can pass the verification with a non-negligible 
probability. 
 
   • Efficiency: The local computation done by the client should be substantially less than the computation of the 
original MIC on his own. In addition, the amount of computation on computing the encrypted MICK should be 
as close as possible to that on computing the original MIC. 
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  FRAMEWORK:  Syntactically, a secure MIC outsourcing protocol should contain five sub-algorithms: 
 
 1) The algorithm for key generation KeyGen 
 2) The algorithm for MIC encryption MICEnc 
 3) The algorithm for solving MICK problem MICSolve 
 4) The algorithm for MIC decryption MICDec 
 5) The algorithm for result verification Result Verify.  
   
   One significant difference between this framework and the traditional encryption framework is that in this 
case both encryption and decryption process occur in the client side. This eliminates the expensive public key 
exchange process in the traditional encryption framework. Therefore, this framework is able to efficiently 
realize one-time-pad type of flexibility. That is to say, KeyGen will be run every time for a new outsourced 
matrix instance to enhance security. Once we have this framework, we just need to work out the details of these 
five sub-algorithms, which will be shown in Section 3. 
 
2.2   Mathematical Background 
 
Permutation function is well studied in group theory and combinatorics. In Cauchy’s two-line notation, one lists 
the preimage element in the first row, and for each preimage element lists its image under the permutation below 
it in the second row. Then the permutation function can be written as 
 

            

We use a permutation function π (i) = pi, where i = 1, · · · , n, to denote (1). Let π −1 denote the inverse function 
of π. The Kronecker delta function δx,y is defined as 
 

 
Let I be an n×n identity matrix and 0 be an n×n zero matrix. For a matrix X ∈ Rn×n, let X (i, j), xi, j, or xij 
denote the entry in ith row and jth column in matrix X, where i and j are indexed from 1 to n. 
 
3    PROTOCOL CONSTRUCTION 
  
In this section, each part of the framework for secure outsourcing of MIC will be individually solved. 
 
3.1 Secret Key Generation: 

Consider a non-singular matrix X ∈ Rn×n, the resource-constrained client wants to securely outsource the 
computation of X−1 to the cloud. The protocol starts by invoking Procedure Secret-Key-Generation to set up a 
secret key K. 
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Algorithm 2 is due to Durstenfeld [9], it is usually called Fisher-Yates shuffle [10]. There are several variants of 
Algorithm 2 to generate a random permutation. Nevertheless, the asymptotic time complexity of Algorithm 2 
has already been optimal. This is the reason for this algorithm to be used for random permutation generation in 
this work. 
 
3.2 MIC Encryption:   
 
     Next, we describe Procedure MIC-Encryption.   Lemma 1: In Procedure MIC-Encryption, matrices 
P1 and P2 are invertible. More precisely, 
 

    
 
Proof: Since 0 ∈ Kα ∪ Kβ, the determinants of P1, / P2 satisfy det (P1) = 0, det (P2) = 0. Hence, P1 and P2 are 
invertible. Hereafter, the proof is straightforward. 
 
 Theorem 1: In Procedure MIC-Encryption, if Y = P1 XP-12, then it holds that 
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This can be finally rewritten as P1XP-12 = Y (i, j) = (αi/βj) X (π1 (i), π2 (j)), completing the proof. 
 
 
3.3 MIC in the Cloud: 
 
See Procedure MICK -in-the-Cloud. 
 

 

 
 
3.4 MIC Decryption: 
 
See Procedure MIC-Decryption. 
 
  Theorem 2: In Procedure Result-Verification, if R =   P-1 2R’ P1, then it holds that 
 

 
 

Proof: The detailed proof is similar to Theorem 1. We now briefly describe the proof. By Lemma 1, 
We have     
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Together with  

 
 
Then (8) can be deduced from 
R = P-12R’P1 
 
3.5 Result Verification: 
 
Generally, handling result verification is not an easy task. However, this problem is well addressed by using the 
idea of Freivalds’ algorithm. Technique details are elaborated in Procedure Result-Verification. We defer the 
detailed analysis of it in Section 4. 
 

 
 
 
3.6 The Completed Protocol: 
 
We now present the completed protocol that contains four sub algorithms (KeyGen, MICEnc, MICSolve, 
MICDec, Result Verify) as follows: 
 
              KeyGen (1 λ): On input a security parameter λ, the client invokes Procedure Secret-Key-Generation 
    to get a secret key K: {α1 , ·  ·  ·  , αn }, {β1 , · · · , βn },  π1 , π2 . 
 
             MICEnc(X; K): On input the original matrix X and the secret key K, the client invokes Procedure 
    MIC-Encryption to encrypt the original matrix X into an encrypted matrix Y to protect the input privacy. 
 
              MICSolve(Y): On input the encrypted matrix Y, the cloud invokes Procedure MICK -in-the-Cloud 
to get a result R . Then, the cloud returns R and an empty proof Γ to the client.  
 
             MICDec(R ‘, K): On input the returned result R and the secret key K, the client invokes Procedure 
MIC-Decryption to get an unchecked result R. 
 
             Result Verify(R, Γ): On input the unchecked result R and the empty proof Γ, the client invokes Pro-
cedure Result-Verification to check its correctness. If it passes the check, then accepts R as the correct 
Inversion of the original matrix X; otherwise, just rejects it. 
4   CORRECTNESS, SECURITY, VERIFIABILITY AND ANALYS IS 
 
4.1 Correctness Guarantee:  
 
Theorem 3: The proposed protocol is correct. 
 
 Proof: It suffices to show that if both the client and the cloud follow the protocol honestly, the corresponding 
decrypted result R is always the correct inversion of the original matrix X. 
 
The client first computes     
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Next, an honest cloud server computes 
 

 
Then, in Procedure MIC-Decryption, the client computes  
 

 
This implies the proposed protocol is correct.  
 
4.2 Security Guarantee: 
 
INPUT PRIVACY : The proposed protocol can protect input privacy if the cloud cannot recover the original 
matrix X from the encrypted matrix Y. The original matrix X is encrypted by the following two phases: 
 
Phase 1: The position of each entry in the original matrix is randomly rearranged under two random 
permutations, i.e., T (i, j) =X (π1 (i), π2 (j)). 
 
Phase 2: Each entry in matrix T is further masked by multiplying a factor, i.e., Y (i, j) = (αi /βj) T (i, j). 
In Phase 1, the key space consists of all random permutations of π1, π2, and meaning that there are (n!)2 cases of 
permutations. Each case occurs with probability 1/ (n!)2. This implies that even if the cloud has the correct 
matrix T, the expected time of brute-force attack on the key space to recover the original matrix X is (n!)2, 
which is definitely a non-polynomially-bounded quantity in terms of n. In Phase 2, each entry in matrix T is 
further masked, the expected time of brute-force attack on the key space to guess {α1, · ·  ·, αn} and {β1, · ·  ·, 
βn} is   |K α |n |K β |n/ 2. A choice of large key space Kα and Kβ will thwart this attack. Consider the above, 
without the each-run-specific secret key; the cloud cannot recover X from Y by trivial means. In this way, input 
privacy is protected. 
 
OUTPUT PRIVACY:  The proposed protocol can protect output privacy if the cloud cannot recover the correct 
inversion R from the computational result R. According to (8), it is evident that output privacy is protected in 
the same way as input privacy. The detailed analysis is omitted accordingly. 
 
   Remarkably, the security analysis follows an informal approach. A meaningful and challenging future work 
lies in giving a rigorous proof of security. 
 
4.3 Verifiability Guarantee: 
 
Theorem 4: The proposed protocol satisfies robust cheating resistance. 
 
Proof: The correctness of the decrypted result R is checked from Step 1 to Step 7 in Procedure Result- 
Verification. The random check process from Step 2 to Step 6 is repeated l times. We first define the following 
two parameters to facilitate our proof. Let Prob1 be the probability of a false negative (non-detection of a false 
returned result) in one round of a random check process. Let Probf denote the probability of check failure, i.e., 
the probability of occurrence of a false negative in whole l times random check processes. 
   The proof consists of two steps. First, we show that the result from a faithful cloud server must be verified 
successfully by the client. From Theorem 3, if the cloud is faithful, we have R = X-1. This leads to 
R × X = I. So 

P = R× (Xr) −I×r = (0, · · ·, 0) T 
regardless of what vector r is. In such case, the verification failure step (Step 5 in Procedure Result verification) 
will never be executed. This means that a correct result R must be verified successfully by the client. 
   Next, we show that no false result from a cheating cloud server can pass the verification with a non-negligible 
probability. In other words, we attempt to prove that Probf is a negligible quantity. 
 Let 

D = R×X−I, P = D×r = (p1, ·  ·  · , pn) T. 
 

If the cheating cloud return a false R, then this leads to R = X-1. Accordingly, we have R × X − I = 0, so 
at least one element of D is non-zero. Suppose that the element dij = 0. By the definition of matrix-vector 
multiplication, we obtain 
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TABLE 1 
Classification and Definition of Monte Carlo Verification Algorithm. 

 
 
                                   TABLE 2 
                                                Representative Algorithms for Matrix Inversion. 

 
Note from (13) that  

Pr[pi = 0|y = 0] = Pr[rj = 0] = 1/2, 
Pr[pi = 0|y = 0] ≤ Pr[rj = 1] = 1/2. 

 
Substituting (15) into (14) results in  

Pr [pi = 0] ≤ (1/2) Pr[y = 0] + (1/2) Pr[y = 0]. 
 
Putting Pr[y = 0] = 1−Pr[y = 0] into (16) leads to  

Pr [pi = 0] ≤ 1/2. 
Based on (17), P rob1 satisfies  
 

 
Observe that the random check process is repeated l times; Probf can be estimated by 
 

 
Which demonstrates that Probf is a negligible quantity in terms of l. The proof is completed.  It can be deduced 
from the proof of Theorem 4 that the proposed protocol can handle result verification with check failure 
probability at most 2-l . The size of l is a trade off between cheating resistance and efficiency. A conservative 
choice of high cheating resistance should require l to be around 80 bits (in this case Probf ≤ 1/280). For a fast 
check a reasonable choice of 20 bits is also acceptable (in this case Probf ≤ 1/220).                                               
A similar case of tradeoffs can be found in. 
 
 
4.4 Further Discussions on Result Verification: 
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MONTE CARLO VERIFICATION ALGORITHM. Let us proceed to introduce the notion of Monte Carlo veri-
fication algorithm, which is formally defined below. 
   Definition 1: (Monte Carlo Verification Algorithm) The classification and definition of Monte Carlo 
verification algorithm is summarized in Table 1. The detailed verbal description of case 1 is as follows: 
For a randomized verification algorithm Vrfy and any decrypted but unchecked result Res, if 

Pr [Vrfy accepts Res|Res is correct] = 1, 
Pr [Vrfy accepts Res|Res is false] ≤ δ, 

Then we define Vrfy as a true-biased Monte Carlo verification algorithm with one-sided error δ. The detailed 
verbal description of case 2 and case 3 can be analogously obtained.    Based on Definition 1 and the proof of 
Theorem 4, we immediately have the following theorem. 
   Theorem 5: One round of random check process, i.e., from Step 2 to Step 6 in Procedure Result- Verification, 
is a true-biased Monte Carlo verification algorithm with one-sided error 1 .2 
   For a Monte Carlo verification algorithm with one- sided error, the failure probability can be reduced 
(Or the success probability amplified) by running the algorithm multiple times. Indeed, this mechanism has been 
exploited in Procedure Result-Verification. According to the above analysis, case 2 and case 3 of Monte Carlo 
verification algorithms (see Table 1) can also be used in designing practical result verification algorithms for 
secure outsourcing. One may see in what follows that Monte Carlo verification algorithm offers superiority in 
designing efficient result verification algorithm, which is generally a difficult task in secure outsourcing. 
 
 
5     PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  
 
5.1 Theoretical Results: 
 
CLIENT SIDE OVERHEAD: The client side overhead is generated by running four sub-algorithms: KeyGen, 
MICEnc, MICDec, and Result Verify. It is evident that KeyGen takes time O (n). In MICEnc, applying (4) to 
efficiently compute Y, it only takes time O (n2). 
Likewise, the time consumed by MICDec is O (n2). As to Result Verify, the time is dominated by computing 
R× (Xr), which takes time O (n2). 
  CLOUD SIDE OVERHEAD: For the cloud, it’s only computation overhead is generated by running 
MICSolve. The cloud can apply any existing matrix inversion algorithm. As mentioned before, from the 
Complexity point of view, matrix multiplication and matrix inversion of square matrices are essential the 
Same problem. Table 2 shows representative algorithms for MIC. From Table 2, the time consumed by 
MICSolve is O (nρ) (2.373 ≤ ρ ≤ 3). 
   Shown in Table 3 is a summarization of the theoretical results. More specifically, the overall time cost is 
O (n2) for the client and O (nρ) for the cloud. From the perspective of efficiency, the proposed protocol 
is feasible due to there exists a gap between O (n2 ) and O(nρ ). According to the asymptotic behaviour of 
Big-O notation, we have that the computational overhead in the client side will be less than that in the 
cloud side for a sufficiently large n. The theoretical results indicate that the proposed protocol is able to 
allow the client to outsource MIC to the cloud and gain substantial computation savings. This claim will be 
further validated by our experiments in the next subsection. 
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5.2     Experimental Results: 
 
Theoretical analysis of the protocol has shown that outsourcing indeed benefits the client. We proceed to 
implement the protocol to assess its practical efficiency in this subsection. Both client and cloud server 
Computations in our experiments are conducted on a same workstation. If we implement the protocol for both 
client side and cloud side on a same workstation and measure their running time, then the ratio of time (see the 
definition of client speedup in the next paragraph) can reflect the asymmetric amount of computation performed 
in both sides. However, if we implement the protocol on two different workstations with one being client and 
the other being cloud server, then the speedup will be case-specific, depending on the asymmetric computing 
speed owned by the two different workstations. Consequently, one-workstation-based experiment is employed. 
In reality, the cloud server is always more powerful and this will further improve the relative client speedup 
measured in our experiment. Besides, we ignore the communication latency between the client and the cloud for 
this application since the computation dominates the running time as shown in our experiments. 
   Our goal is to find the performance gain for the client by outsourcing. Thus, the main performance indicator is 
a ratio of the time that is needed if the computation is done locally over the time that is needed by the client’s 
computation if outsourcing is chosen. With clear definition of parameters in Table 4, the performance gain of the 
client can be shown   by original, and we refer to this as client speedup. This client value theoretically should be 
a considerable positive number greater than 1, which means there is a considerable performance gain. We also 
consider another metric, i.e., the cloud efficiency, using original.  
Ideally, cloud the MIC encryption should not increase the time to solve the original MIC. It is desirable that the 
cloud efficiency is close to 1. 
   The implementation is done using Matlab2012a on a workstation equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) 3.20GHz 
CPU and 4GB RAM. In our experiments, the Gauss-Jordan elimination, the most commonly used schoolbook 
matrix inversion algorithm, is employed by the cloud. All of matrix instances in experiments are generated to be 
invertible with each entry randomly located in (0, 1). We set Kα = Kβ = {1, · · ·, n} and conduct three groups of 
experiments with l = 20, l = 50, and l = 80. 
   The choice of parameter l is intuitive. From the proof of Theorem 4, we have that the probability of a false 
negative is upper bounded by 2l. Keeping  Probf ≤ 2l in mind, if l = 20, then the probability of a false negative P 
robf ≤ 21 ≈ 10−6 , this means  that a false negative occurs with probability no more than 10−6 . In other words, 
there is one occurrence of a false negative in more than 106 trials on average. This probability is a little bit large 
and a false negative may occur in applications, we label this case as”efficiency priority case”. Likewise, if l = 
80, a false negative occurs with probability no more than 21 ≈ 10−24. 
This probability is very small and a false negative”nearly cannot” occur in applications, we label this case as 
”cheating resistance priority case”. 
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The main performance is shown in Table 5. It can be observed that client speedup is monotonically increasing 
with matrix dimension n. Outsourcing MIC is able to gain more than 10 times client speedup if n is sufficiently 
large. It is also can be found that tclient2 > tclient1, which indicates that handling result decryption and 
verification is more costly. Besides, the cloud efficiency stays close to 1, which is very satisfactory. The 
comparison of client speedup as a function of matrix dimension n is depicted in Fig. 2. It is shown that client 
speedup in the case of efficiency priority (l = 20) is much larger than that in the case of cheating resistance 
priority(l = 80), which is expected. Note that, in our experiments n ≤ 2000, a matrix with dimension n = 2000 is 
not an unreason- ably large matrix. Many real world applications, e.g., MIC from processing 3D graphics or 
MIC in image watermarking, could easily lead to a large matrix with considerably more than 2000 dimensions. 
 
Remarkably, the experimental performance really depends on matrix dimension, code compile platform, and the 
selected algorithm for MIC in the cloud side. If the cloud exploits other faster matrix inversion algorithms as 
displayed in Table 2, then client speedup will decrease to some extent. However, as long as n goes sufficiently 
large, the substantial computation savings can always be anticipated by the client due to the clear existence of 
gap between O (n2) and O (nρ). 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of Client Speedup. 
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6   RELATED WORK  
 
Secure outsourcing, since its proposal, has stimulated considerable research efforts both from theoretical 
cryptographers and security engineers. With the advent of cloud and mobile computing age, the theoretical 
cryptographers’ interest in secure outsourcing is persistently increasing, especially after Gentry’s first FHE 
scheme by using an ideal lattice. They often focus on designing a generic protocol that covers all problems. The 
generic protocol always involves in applying a FHE scheme, which is a cryptographic primitive that seems to be 
far from practical. Hence, the generic protocol is currently quite complicated and inefficient. As to security 
engineers, they often identify some specific problems and design different techniques to mask the original 
problem to protect input/output privacy. Their protocols always lack formal security treatment and do not handle 
the important case of result verification, but these protocols are always quite efficient and can be deployed 
immediately. 
 
   WORKS FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS:  Over the past few decades, many of protocols have been 
designed for secure outsourcing of some specific applications. The common drawback of the early protocols on 
secure outsourcing is that they often lack detailed efficiency analysis and evaluation. Also, they do not handle 
the important case of result verification. Until recently, two secure matrix multiplication outsourcing protocols 
were introduced in and the former is built upon the assumptions of two non-colluding servers, making it is 
vulnerable to colluding attacks. While the later achieves provable security using Shamir’s secret sharing 
technique. But this theoretically elegant protocol still suffers from large amount of communication overhead. 
After Gentry’s breakthrough work on FHE scheme, the research direction is currently shifting to design secure 
outsourcing protocol in the malicious cloud model rather than in the fully trusted cloud model. Hence, handling 
result verification becomes a must. Following this trend, several protocols that can handle result verification are 
proposed, among which there are the secure outsourcing of linear programming and the secure outsourcing of 
linear equations, et c. 
Our system model and framework are inherited from these works. Besides, the main idea of this work to protect 
input privacy is similar to that of, i.e., modifying the input matrix so that it looks rather different from the 
original input. 
   FUNCTIONALLY RELATED WORK:  We would like to give an overview of three kinds of existing work 
that are conceptually and functionally related to secure outsourcing. The first is secure multi-parity computation 
(SMC), initially introduced by Yao and later developed by Goldreich et al.  and many subsequent researchers. 
The same to secure outsourcing, SMC can be applied to privacy-preserving cooperative computations. But a 
major difference with secure outsourcing lies in that SMC does not consider the asymmetry between the 
resources possessed by cloud and client. This indicates SMC cannot be applied in secure outsourcing directly. 
Second is about delegating computation and cheating detection (see [28] for some recent general results). It is 
shown in this paper that detecting the malicious behaviours of the cloud is often troublesome and costly. The 
traditional work on cheating detection allows the server to access the original data. However, for data privacy 
purpose, access to original data is not granted to the cloud server in our secure outsourcing paradigm. Therefore, 
Further research should focus more on the improvements of those previous works in the protection of in- 
put/output data privacy. The third is work on server-aided computations], to just list a few. One limitation of 
these protocols is that they are mainly concerned with outsourcing of cryptographic computations like signature 
and modular exponentiation. The other limitation is that these protocols do not handle result verification. 
 
 
 
 
7    CONCLUSIONS 
  
In this paper, we have designed a protocol for outsourcing of MIC to a malicious cloud. We have shown that the 
proposed protocol simultaneously fulfils the goals of correctness, security (input/output privacy), robust 
cheating resistance, and high-efficiency. With MIC already well rooted in scientific and engineering fields, the 
proposed protocol can be deployed individually or serve as a primitive building block, based on which some 
higher level secure outsourcing protocols are constructed. We also introduced a Monte Carlo verification 
algorithm to handle result verification. Its superiority in designing inexpensive result verification algorithm for 
secure outsourcing is well demonstrated. Directions to launch further research include: 1) establishing formal 
security framework for MIC outsourcing problem; 2) adding result verification for some early protocols, which 
do not handle result verification, as a counter offensive to malicious cloud; 3) identifying new meaningful 
scientific and engineering computational tasks and then designing protocols to solve them. 
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